ACCESSORIES

Bowl / HalfBall

The AirRig Bowl is compatible to our system and easily fixed on the pipes. It allows fast leveling of the camera in all axes or as a base for a 100 mm tripod head.

TwistClamp

AirRig TwistClamp is the rotatable connection between the pipes. Fast and in any angle.

EOS Cage

The EOS Cage protects the camera in a safe place by fixing the camera not only with the bottom screw but also at its top mount. Therefore minimizing vibrations and allows fixation of the camera in different positions.

IN DEVELOPMENT

MoCoRig

MoCoRig is a extremely compact, stable and lightweight two axle remote head for rigging, particularly on tracks. Originally developed for RED EPIC, it works with other small cameras as well (for example Alexa M).

Control Panel

The Control Panel is a modular design, for controlling various remote axes. This can be remotehead axes, linear axes on a track, or any other rotating axes. It can be equipped with individual controls for every axis as required. Available are wheels, joystick, slider, footpanel.
**AirRig GripKit**

AirRig GripKit is the most versatile set for rigging cameras in every position. The included pipes and pipe clamps allow a solid CarRig even over longer distances. Due to its modular design, it can be used for small rigs, as well as large and complex ones.

**AirRig CameraKIt**

AirRig CameraKIt is the fastest and easiest way to build a hood or side door mount for cameras. At best you are ready to shoot in 5 minutes. For further stabilization the included AirRig 3 can be used in conjunction with a Magic arm.